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GETTING STARTED
SUPPORT
If you need assistance or support throughout Election Day. Simple scan the code below with
your phone and fill out the form. Alternatively you can type the link below into your browser
and save it.

cantonclerk.typeform.com/to/ij8LCg
Open phone camera app and point at this image:

If a phone call is required, please dial 734-394-5121.
This manual contains many terms/names of forms and devices that you have learned about at
your Certification Training. At times, please note that a photo is usually included in the section
as an example of the device/form being discussed. Please understand that these images are just
examples, and minor variations may occur.

GETTING STARTED
AVCB SUPPLIES

You will notice several mail trays and bins throughout your Absentee Voter Counting Board. The mail
trays and bins are used to store envelopes, secrecy sleeves, ballot stubs, etc. They should be laid out in
the recommended order for the best flow.
General office supplies such as rubber bands, pens, etc.
An electric letter opener will be provided, to assist with the speed of opening the envelopes.
You will be provided your poll book and other related forms.
Finally, you are also provided a scanner, printer, and computer. With the computer will be a black USB
memory stick, and a memory card in a reader. All of these items will be on one cart for your
convenience.

Example Photo of Computer and Accessories:
SCANNER

MEMORY STICK

COMPUTER

MEMORY CARD

PRINTER

GETTING STARTED
FIRST STEPS
Before setting up, locate your Receiving Board Ticket. This will be with your Red Chairperson
Binder. This ticket will allow you access to see the Receiving Board at the very end of the night.
It must be completed in full with every checkbox completed. This document was designed to
help with remembering key Election Day items. Below is an example:

OPENING THE POLLS

THIS SECTION COVERS THE BASICS OF OPENING THE POLLING LOCATION AND PREPARING TO TABULATE BALLOTS. THIS SECTION
COVERS SETTING UP THE SCANNER, GETTING ORGANIZED, AND PROCESSING BALLOTS.

OPENING THE POLLS
OVERVIEW
When you arrive, any Inspector absences must be reported to the Clerk’s office as soon as
possible. Follow this quick checklist to help you get started in the morning. More detailed
instructions and examples will be provided throughout the manual. This is just an overview.
1. Locate your Paper Poll Book. This document is extremely important, and it must be
completed in full. All inspectors will sign this book twice. Once before counting begins,
and once at the close of the polls. There are also several important items to review and
complete in the Paper Poll Book.
2. Swear in Inspectors. Recite the oath in the Paper Poll Book and have all Inspectors sign.
3. Locate your Receiving Board Ticket and take some time to carefully review all the items
on this ticket.
4. Locate and review your AV List. This list shows all voters that submitted a ballot to your
Counting Board. The last page of each precinct shows the total number of ballots in that
particular precinct. The last page shows the total of all ballots you will scan during
Election Day. We will be delivering more ballots throughout the day, and this will change
your total numbers.
5. Locate, review, and sign the Counting Board Affidavit
6. Locate, review, and confirm the Zero Reports. Have all Inspectors sign the Zero Report
IMPORTANT REMINDER: You may not leave the Counting Board once counting begins.
You are not allowed to communicate results with anyone outside of the Counting Board,
for any reason.

OPENING THE POLLS
PAPER POLL BOOK
Paper Book Book Example: The front cover contains information about the election. The second
page lists any relevant equipment information (seal numbers, serial numbers, etc.). Take a
moment and look everything over. On the third page is where you will conduct the “Inspector
Oaths”. This Book may look very different (as this is just an example) but the concept is the
same.

Typically, any area highlighted red needs to be completed by the Inspector. Reach each section
carefully and ensure everyone signs where needed.

INSPECTOR POSITIONS

This section covers the basics of each Election Inspection Position. You will learn your responsibilities, what supplies you
should utilize, and how to perform each task required.

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
AV COUNTING PROCESS FLOW CHART
Swear in and sign Paper
Poll Book

Sign Zero Report

Review AV LIST totals to
familiarize yourself with
each precinct

Remove ballot from
envelope (but keep in
secrecy sleeve)

Open envelopes

Start with the first
precinct sequentially

Confirm ballot number
on label matches ballot
stub number that was
inside envelope

Remove Stub

Flatten ballots and place
ballots in stacks of 50 to
be scanned

Complete all paperwork
and any duplication.
Ensure all problem
ballots are ajudicated.

Place ballots in blue
ballot bin to be sealed
later

Scan ballots

Seal blue ballot bins

The following pages describe the ideal AV
Board Layout and positions. Please
understand that due to staffing issues,
positions may get adjusted slightly. You
may have less Inspectors than is “ideal”.

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
Physical Layout of AVCBs
Scanning Room:
Ballot Bins

Adjudication
Station

Scanner
AVCB 1

Ballot
Bins

Scanner
AVCB 2

Scanner
AVCB 3

Pending
Ballots
by
Precinct

Pending
Ballots
by
Precinct

Pending
Ballots
by
Precinct

Pending
Ballots
by
Precinct

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

Two runners deliver ballots
and keep ballots organized
by precinct. Also, place
scanned ballots in bins in an
organized manner.

Scanner
AVCB 4

Paperwork Station
Chairs can work on
paperwork and update
write-in totals.

Ballot
Bins

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
Problem & Duplication Room
This room is a quiet space to
resolve problems, work on
paperwork, or duplicate ballots
(in a group).

Break Room
This is the only room where
food/drink is allowed.

Process Room
Flattening
and
Counting
Station
(Batches of
50)

Removal of
Secrecy
Sleeve

Pickup Station (Ballots
Separated by Precinct)

Ballot Stub
Removal

Ballot
Number
Verification

Electric
Letter
Opener

Unopened Ballots by Precinct

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
Chairperson and Vice Chairperson
Chairpersons and Vice Chairs of the AVCB are “project managers”. They ensure that all
inspectors have a task to do, and that the Counting Board is moving quickly and efficiently.
Chairpersons are also responsible for ensuring all forms are completed and prepared for
closing. Chairs report any envelopes that were opened and did not contain a ballot, or
contained a different ballot number. The Chair and Vice Chair are typically different political
parties and will need to return the Transfer Container, ballots, and memory cards to the
Receiving Board together. The Chair and Vice Chair will also serve as problem solvers, and ballot
duplicators and/or adjudicators.
Election Inspector Assignments: Will be determined by the precinct Chairperson. It is under
their discretion whether people stay on the same assignment, swap assignments, or when
breaks are allowed. The Chairperson should randomly change worker assignments to keep
minds and eyes fresh.
Scheduling: The Chairperson is also responsible for lunch/break scheduling. You are not
allowed to leave the break area of the AVCB, however, it is encouraged to take breaks if you are
able.
Liaison Duties: It is the Chairperson’s responsibility to communicate issues to the Township
Staff. They should report any problems to the Township Staff immediately. We would rather
help you earlier in the day, than have you feel pressured and overwhelmed (as well as tired) at
the end of the day.
The Chairperson should also enforce the “Ethics Policy” in the Counting Board.
Ethics Policy: All Election Inspectors are required to uphold the highest standard of behavior
possible, and maintain, enforce, and see to it that all laws, policies, and procedures are
followed during Election Day. Inspectors are charged with the responsibility to ensure that
each voter has every legal opportunity to exercise their right to vote without impediment,
delay, bias, discrimination or avoidable distraction. Inspectors should be committed to
maintain an open, safe, and friendly environment and represent the Township by displaying
the utmost customer service and integrity. The goal of the Inspectors should be an accurate,
lawful, and fair election for all involved. All Inspectors are required to set aside all personal
views and beliefs and allow voters to vote in an unbiased and neutral environment in every
way possible. Violation of any part of this policy can result in immediate dismissal.

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
Position #1: Envelope Opener
This inspector assigned to this position is responsible for making sure envelopes get opened in
an organized fashion without damaging any ballots.
Supplies: You will need mail trays, and an electronic letter opener
Tips: It is ESSENTIAL to tap the envelopes down thoroughly on the table. This ensures the
ballots fall to the bottom and do not get cut. Example photo of a mail tray full of ballots:

The electronic letter opener processes ballots very quickly. It is also your job to keep the area
organized and clean. Remove excess paper scraps and place opened envelopes in a consistent
manner within a mail tray for the next inspector. Example photo of a letter opener, ballots go
from left to right:

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
Position #2: Roaming Inspector
This Inspector roams between stations to assist any Inspector that is falling behind in the
assembly line.
Primarily, this Inspector will help Position #1 stay organized and transfer the opened envelopes
to Position #3.
This Inspector will also relieve other Inspectors during breaks.

Position #3: Ballot Number Inspector
This Inspector reviews the label on each envelope to identify the ballot number.
The Inspector then removes the ballot (still within its secrecy sleeve) and compares it with the
number on the ballot stub. These numbers should match. If these numbers do not match,
contact your Chairperson. If there is no ballot in the envelope, contact the Chairperson. This will
affect your end of night count, as you will have one less ballot to scan than anticipated.
Tip: The most common problem is people in the same household placing their ballot in the
envelope of someone else in their household. This is not a concern. Make a remark and
continue processing.
The Inspector will then place the envelope in an orderly fashion within a mail tray for long-term
storage.
Finally, this Inspector will pass the ballot in a secrecy sleeve to Position #4. It is not advised that
you assist position #4 due to privacy reasons, but you can contact the Chair and/or Roaming
Inspector to assist Position #4 if they are falling behind.

Position #4: Stub Inspector
Position #4 is responsible for making sure the ballot is anonymous by removing the stub
number. This can be a time consuming task.
Remove the ballot stub using the perforated edges. Then place the secrecy sleeve in a mail tray
for re-use. You may discard the ballot stub in a trash bin that will be provided. Stubs do not
need to saved. Once removed, they are only good for recycling.

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
Finally, place/hand the ballot to Position #5.

Position #5: Scanning Prep Inspector
Position #5 is responsible for ensuring Position #6 constantly has ballots available to scan in
neat and orderly stacks of 50.
It is important to lay ballots flat and press down on them to help remove any creases. You will
also want to take note of any visually damaged or potentially trouble ballots. Place damaged
ballots in the “Problem Ballot” area for Chairperson Inspection or duplication.
Once you have stacks of 50 ballots in neat piles, deliver them in order to Position #6 for
scanning. You may assist Position #4 (or other positions) if you are waiting on ballots. Try to
ensure that the Position #6 always has ballots to scan.
Deliver your stacks to Position #6.
Tip: Deliver a small stack of “extra ballots” to the Scanning Inspector. This way, if you
miscounted or there is a problem scanning a ballot the Scanning Inspector can make the stack
an even 50 ballots.

Position #6: Scanning Inspector
Position #6 is the “pilot” of the Counting Board. This position is simple, but requires basic
computer skills and basic accounting skills.
Position #6 is to receive stacks of 50 ballots from another Inspector, place them on the scanner,
and click “Scan Batch”. And ensure the count says “50” ballots scanned per batch. If the number
reads anything other than “50”, discard the batch in the computer, make the correction by
placing/pulling a ballot from a stack of “extra ballots” that are waiting to be scanned. Rescan
the batch. When the numbers match, click “accept batch”. You will see an example of the
scanning screen on the next page:

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
This is the screen you will spend 99% of your day utilizing. You will click “scan” to begin
scanning. “Stop” if there is a need to stop the scanner. “Accept Batch” is the button you will
press if the batch scans as an even 50 ballots. “Discard Batch” will be used if a batch had a
problem while scanning or did not have the anticipated number of ballots scanned.

If a ballot is rejected, jams, or simply won’t scan, place this ballot in the “problem ballot tray”
for review by the Chairperson.
Hand the scanned ballots to Position #7.

INSPECTOR POSITIONS
Position #7: Ballot Organizer
This Inspector constantly receives ballots from Position #6 and places them, by precinct, within
Blue Ballot Bins. When a Blue Ballot bin is full, close the lid and place the black security lid on
top of the ballot bin. You may use rubber bands to keep ballots organized in the order received.
You). You must be aware and be able to notate what precincts are inside which ballot bins.
Stay organized, keep your area clean, and do not allow scanned ballots to back up at position
#6. If scanning stops for any reason, move to another position and assist in preparing ballots.
Example of a ballot bin, full, with the black lid ready for seals:

AJUDICATION

This section provides guidance on ballot issues and how to correct ballot errors using Online Adjudication.

AJUDICATION
Common Ballot Problems (No Resolution):
• Cross Over Vote: In the August primary a voter clearly
votes in two separate party sections. There is no
resolution for this error. Process as is.
• Over Vote: A voter clearly votes for more candidates or
options than they are allowed. For example, you cannot
vote twice for president, you cannot both vote “yes” and
“no” on a proposal. Refer to the “Vote for not more
than…” section above each race to reference how many
candidates the voter can select. If the voter clearly votes
for two valid candidates there is no resolution. Process
ballot as is. NOTE: If an over vote was caused by the voter
selecting the “write-in” option, and the write-in option
did NOT contain a valid write-in candidate, this ballot
CAN be corrected to reflect a vote for the candidate that
is clearly marked.
• Blank Ballot: The voter cast a blank ballot and the ballot is
indeed blank. Process as is.
• Write-In: The voter marked the oval for the write in and
wrote the name of a valid write-in candidate. Record the
write-in vote on the Write-In Sheet. If the voter marks the
write-in oval but does not write a valid write in vote,
process the ballot as is (unless the write-in selection
caused an over-vote).

AJUDICATION
Correctable Ballot Errors:
There are some errors that we are allowed to identify and correct. The voter must vote in a
certain manner and note the correction in a specific manner. We are not allowed to guess or
assume the intent of the voter. Please follow the chart on the next pages very carefully when
reviewing ballots.
The same errors above apply here as well if they meet these standards. One additional error
may appear called an “Ambiguous Mark”, this means the voter did not mark the oval enough
for the machine to make a clear determination. You will need to review this marking and follow
the following chart to determine a proper resolution.
Duplicating Ballots: Reviewing ballot errors needs to be done in a team of at least two
Inspectors which represent differing political parties. It is recommend one reads the ballot, and
the other confirms what is read. The same is true if you need to duplicate a ballot. One
inspector will read what the voter voted, the other will mark it on the ballot. You should always
double check each other’s work. Write “Original 1, 2,3, etc.” on the original ballot. Write
“Duplicate 1,2,3, etc.” on the corresponding duplicated ballot. Write a remark in the remarks,
but do not identify the voter or ballot number.
Please see charts on the following pages:

AJUDICATION

AJUDICATION

AJUDICATION
For those working the adjudication station. Below is an example of the beginning screen. On
the left there are two main options that are important. “Batches” allows you to see all the
ballots that need review, or have been reviewed. The second button, “adjudicate” allows the
user to review the ballots and make corrections. Click on the adjudicate button.

AJUDICATION
If the button on the right says “Start”, make sure to click the arrow. The user will begin to see
ballots appearing on their screen.

Green highlights show where the voter voted. Notice the red box round the Judge of Court of
Appeals. This mean an issue has been recognized in this race. This could be a write-in that
needs to be accounted for, an over-vote, or any other issue that was mentioned earlier. A small
blue circle with a question mark will appear in the top right corning of the red box. Hovering the
mouse over this box will provide a brief description of the issue.

If, using the standards provided early, the users determine that the green highlight should NOT
count as a vote, the user will simply click on the check mark to change the vote. Below, take
note that the voter marked a write-in box, but failed to write in a voter. This did not cause an
over-vote error. There is no change to be made. Continue reviewing any other errors on the
ballot.

AJUDICATION

Yellow highlights show votes that the machine could not determine. Click on the oval to mark a
vote, click again to mark no vote. Discretion will be required in each circumstance.

AJUDICATION
On the bottom left of the screen the user will note the following buttons:

The “View Audit Mark” button allows you to view how the scanner read the ballot (if there are
questions on how the vote was recorded). The “Complete” button, completes the review of the
current ballot. The “Quarantine” button sets the ballot aside for Clerk’s Office review (if making
a decision is difficult). You will be required to make notes about the ballot you are setting aside.
Make sure to let the Clerk’s Office know you have quarantined a ballot by submitting an ESR.
The quarantined ballot will appear back on the “Batches” screen if further review is required.

AJUDICATION
When you have completed a “batch”, you can go back to the “batches screen”. You will see that
the completed batch appears in orange. When a batch is completed, it needs to be moved to
the “Submitted” screen by dragging and dropping it below. However, it is important to note
that THIS CAN NOT BE UNDONE. Only move a batch to “submitted” unless you are certain there
are no more issues to review and everything is done correctly. It might be a good practice to
wait until a precinct is completed, or until the end of the night.

When the polls close at 8:00 p.m. and you have confirmed with all Absentee Counting Boards
that all ballots have been processed and scanning is complete, and that there are no additional
ballots from the Clerk’s Office. Click “Reports”, then click “Stop Adjudication”. A screen will pop
up to confirm you are certain you want to stop. Click “Yes”.

AJUDICATION
Recording Valid Write-In Votes
Adjudicators will be provided with a blank sheet for each precinct. Adjudicators will also be
provided a list of valid write-in candidates (if any). If there are no valid write-ins, the scanners
will not stop on write in votes. If there are valid-write-ins, adjudicators will need to write the
name of each valid write in vote as it was written (every variation) and tally those votes
manually.
An example is below:
Write in Candidate John Smith:
Precinct #1 Ballot #1 John Smith
Precinct #1 Ballot #2 John Smith
Precinct #3 Ballot #3 J. Smith
Results:
John Smith = 2 votes
J. Smith = 1 vote
That is essentially the entire process of recording write-in votes. Adjudicators must be careful
to pay attention to what precinct ballot they are reviewing when recording a write-in vote.

AJUDICATION
Adjudicators should write “none” across a write-in sheet if there are no valid write-in votes for
an election.
If a write in vote appears on your screen and it is not a valid write in. You can process that
ballot as it with no further action. However, if the write-in vote causes an over vote error, and
the write-in is not a valid candidate, the adjudicator should select the valid candidate to correct
the error.

Write-In sheets are to be placed with the ballot summaries of each precinct.

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE

This section covers closing the polls and other important tasks for the end of the night.

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
End of Night Procedure
Before 8:00 p.m.:
o You will receive a visit from a Staff Member
o They will review closing procedures with you
o Begin to gather materials, supplies, and clean up – be prepared and organized
for closing
o You can do this throughout the entire day
After 8:00 p.m.:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Work together!
Gather all supplies, read all labels, and place things in the appropriate containers
Make sure everyone has an assigned task to help with closing
Seal all Blue Ballot Bins (remember two inspectors of differing political parties
must sign each certificate). Ensure only ballots are sealed in the Blue Ballot Bin.
Fill out all Paper Poll Book forms and checklists – SIGN PAPER POLL BOOK
Have everyone sign the printed results reports
Place everything in the “Transfer Container” that needs to go to the Receiving
Board. Seal the Transfer Container.
Chairperson and Vice Chair (opposing political parties) appear before the
Receiving Board to have all materials verified for accuracy.
Note: AVCB sometimes have their own, onsite Receiving Boards. Sealing items in
the transfer container is still important as they need to be transported to the
Clerk’s office.

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
SCANNER SHUT DOWN
You may now power down the scanner and computer, or place the computer in “Sleep” mode.
Review the screen shots below for a step by step guide to closing the polls:
Step #1: Click on “Configuration” and then “Close Tabulator”. You may need to insert a
passcode which will be provided with your supplies. You may see a screen confirming the
closure.

A Clerk’s Office Staff member will be required to run all final reports and save the final
results. Please notify the Clerk’s Office as soon as you are ready to run final reports.

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
INSPECTORS MUST SIGN EACH REPORT SHEET! Place them with your final list of voters and
then place them in the Transfer Container. Do not leave until Clerk’s Staff gives you reports.

COMPLETE PAPERWORK
It’s essential that all your paperwork is completed accurately, starting with the Paper Poll Book.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure all Inspectors signed at the front and back of the Paper Poll Book
Ensure the Ballot Summary sections have been completed for each precinct
Ensure the Certificate of Election Inspectors (back of Paper Poll Book) is completed and
signed by all Election Inspectors
Ensure any remarks have been written in the Remarks Sections
Ensure all write-in votes are notated and accounted for (Adjudication Station will have
reviewed each write-in).
Complete two seal certificates for each ballot bin. Complete a transfer container
certificate as well. You will need to record all seal numbers in the Paper Poll Book
Once all reports are printed, pull all memory cards, and USB drive from Adjudication
Station and place in Transfer Container
Once completed, place items in the Transfer Container.

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
SECURE BALLOT BINS
You will need to seal all the blue ballot bins that you have been placing ballots in. Ensure all
ballots are accounted for and placed in the appropriate bins.
•
•
•
•
•

Gather two seals per bin
Place the black lid on top of each bin
Gather and prepare certificates for each bin, ensure two Inspectors of differing political
parties sign these certificates
Seal the containers tightly from the bottom up (through the black lid)
Place (or stack if able) the blue ballot bins in precinct order the best you can

SEAL POINT
SEAL POINT

Fill Transfer Container & Seal
Place the following items in the Transfer Container:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed Paper Poll Book
Zero Reports (printed and signed)
Result Reports (printed and signed)
Memory Cards and Memory Stick (from Adjudication computer and scanners)
AV Counting Board Affidavit
Any other important paperwork

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
Example of the “Transfer Container”:

EXAMPLE ITEMS TO PLACE IN TRANSFER CONTAINER:

This is an example of a Paper Poll Book.
Yours may look slightly different. Ensure
every blank is filled in and every spot for a
signature is full.

This is an example of a memory stick
(yours may be black) that is attached to
the side of your computer. We will need
this placed in the transfer container after
you save all results to it.

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
This is an example of the memory card that
is inserted into the computer. You will
need to save results on this card.

You have about three zero reports printed,
and three results reports printed per
precinct. Ensure they are all signed and
place them in transfer container.

Clean Up
With the computer shut down, the ballot bins sealed, and the transfer container filled, take a
few additional moments to assist us with staying organized and cleaning up.
•
•
•
•

Ensure all envelopes are in mail trays and neatly organized
Ensure all ballot stubs are in a trash receptacle
Ensure all privacy sleeves are stacked neatly in mail trays
Ensure all supplies are gathered and organized in an orderly manner

Wait for Receiving Board
Before heading home, all Inspectors will need to wait for the Receiving Board to visit. When
they arrive, present your Receiving Board Ticket. The receiving Board will check the
following items:
•
•
•
•
•

All ballot bins are sealed correctly, and seal numbers are recorded correctly
All results are accurate and reports are printed
Memory cards and memory stick are available
All paperwork is complete
All inspectors signed the appropriate paperwork

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
Once it is confirmed that all tasks have been completed, the Receiving Board will assemble all of
your materials into three envelopes. Please follow their instruction if they need assistance with
this process. In summary, a copy of each item goes in each envelope. Memory cards and
memory sticks are returned to the Clerk and are sealed in a Transfer Container but are NOT
SEALED IN AN ENVELOPE (we need the results from these items).

Release by Receiving Board
Once the Receiving Board confirms all items have been completed, they will release you to go
home. Thank you for your service!

SUPPORT REQUEST
ESR (Election Support Request)
cantonclerk.typeform.com/to/ij8LCg
Open phone camera app and point at this image:

If a phone call is required, please dial 734-394-5121.

